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Abstract

Background

When treating patients with kidney failure, unavoidable ethical issues often arise. Current

clinical practice guidelines some of them, but lack comprehensive information about the full

range of relevant ethical issues in kidney failure. A systematic literature review of such ethi-

cal issues supports medical professionalism in nephrology, and offers a solid evidential

base for efforts that aim to improve ethical conduct in health care.

Aim

To identify the full spectrum of clinical ethical issues that can arise for patients with kidney

failure in a systematic and transparent manner.

Method

A systematic review in Medline (publications in English or German between 2000 and 2014)

and Google Books (with no restrictions) was conducted. Ethical issues were identified by

qualitative text analysis and normative analysis.

Results

The literature review retrieved 106 references that together mentioned 27 ethical issues in

clinical care of kidney failure. This set of ethical issues was structured into a matrix consist-

ing of seven major categories and further first and second-order categories.

Conclusions

The systematically-derived matrix helps raise awareness and understanding of the com-

plexity of ethical issues in kidney failure. It can be used to identify ethical issues that should

be addressed in specific training programs for clinicians, clinical practice guidelines, or

other types of policies dealing with kidney failure.
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Introduction
Chronic kidney failure is the gradual loss of kidney function. It can progress to end-stage kid-
ney failure, which is fatal without artificial filtering (dialysis) or a kidney transplant. The care
of patients with kidney failure involves diverse ethical challenges. For example, many patients
with chronic kidney failure need to decide whether to begin or stop dialysis therapy. Dialysis
may offer considerable benefits (e.g., be life sustaining), but also entails major burdens (e.g., is
very restrictive and time consuming). Balancing these benefits and side-effects for different
stages of the disease involve complex value judgments. Further ethical issues might come with
heterogeneities of referral criteria for transplantation or financial conflicts of interest that
could intervene in a sound inter-professional management of patients with chronic kidney
failure.

Several papers and books explicitly address ethical issues in kidney failure that include but
also go beyond issues in dialysis, as well as case books covering a wide spectrum of ethical
issues in kidney patients (e.g., “Ethics and the kidney” [1] or “Legal and Ethical Concerns in
Treating Kidney Failure” [2]).

Despite the range of ethical issues in health care for patients with chronic kidney failure,
major professional organizations and their clinical practice guidelines (CPGs) mostly focus on
the ethical issues of withdrawing dialysis. For example, the U.S. Renal Physicians Association
(RPA) and the American Society of Nephrology (ASN) issued a CPG called “Shared Decision
Making in the Appropriate Initiation of and Withdrawal from Dialysis” [3], while the Renal
Association in the United Kingdom issued the guideline “Planning, Initiating and Withdrawal
of Renal Replacement Therapy” [4].

These guidelines are meant to improve standards of clinical competence and professional-
ism by referring explicitly to evidence-based information on benefits and harms [5]. Jean
Holley et al. demonstrated their effects on nephrologists’ end-of-life decision-making [6]. It
seems obvious that withdrawing dialysis is a recurrent question in nephrology, and so it
seems advisable to address this ethical issue in CPGs. However, even if there are rationales
for a particular selection of ethical issues or for focusing on specific ethical issues in a CPG,
this can lead to bias or at least incomplete support for medical professionalism, because
health care professionals lack awareness of other ethical issues in the same clinical care
domain. A meaningful countermeasure here is to make the full spectrum of relevant ethical
issues transparent and to be explicit about the rationale for focusing on specific ethical issues.
A systematic review of relevant literature can derive such a full spectrum of ethical issues in
the care of patients with kidney failure. Such a full spectrum of disease-specific ethical issues
(DSEIs) was published recently in the context of dementia care [7]. Another study demon-
strated that national CPGs for dementia care vary substantially as to which ethical issues they
address [8].

In our review, we aimed to identify the full spectrum of ethical issues that can arise for
patients with kidney failure. For this, we reviewed literature (including journal articles, reports
and books) published between 2000 and 2014.

Our assessment is purely descriptive. The identified ethical issues are not valued or ranked.
This means that our review does not make any normative recommendations, i.e. how one
should deal with the ethical issues. However, the full spectrum of DSEIs in kidney failure could
underpin a more systematic and transparent development of CPGs, national and regional care
plans, continuing medical education (CME) programs and capacity-building activities in this
regard.
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Method

Literature search
The literature search methods are closely based on those of Strech et al. [7], which describe the
methodological approach in detail. We searched Medline using Boolean operators (AND and
OR) with variations of the search terms ‘ethics’ and ‘kidney disease’ (for more details on the
search strategy see S1 Table). Language restrictions for the search were English and German.
The search was done in January 2015 and covered the last 15 years (1st January 2000 to 31st
December 2014). We examined the full text if a publication was considered relevant on the
basis of its title and abstract. The inclusion was solely based on the pre-established criteria (see
below). In accordance with our claim of a descriptive review and the general problem of a stan-
dardized quality appraisal of normative–ethical (e.g. philosophical) literature, the methodologi-
cal quality of the literature was not assessed.

We also searched in Google Books with the search string “Kidney failure AND ethics”. We
accessed Google Books and used the default settings (sort by relevance). We applied the same
eligibility criteria and procedures for the journal articles, book chapters and the monographs.
Because there is no function for language restriction in Google Books, we manually filtered by
language. Because of the vast number of hits (14,600), and because Google Books lists results in
order of diminishing relevance, we focused on the first 50. We regard the ordering by relevance
to have had face validity, because we found among these first 50 hits many textbooks and
monographs that dealt with kidney failure and ethics.

Because of a lack of standardization of key words for bioethics in databases and varying defi-
nitions of ethics in the literature, we applied additional search techniques to ensure that we
covered all relevant literature. We therefore carefully screened all the references of already-
included literature for additional relevant publications.

Definition of “disease-specific ethical issue” (DSEI)
We base our definition of “disease-specific ethical issue” (DSEI) on an ethical approach called
principlism [9]. Principlism, which is used as a basis by many ethical and medical professional-
ism frameworks [10], is based on four “mid-range” principles: beneficence, non-maleficence,
respect for autonomy, and justice. Each principle formulates obligations that are valid prima
facie. This means that they must be followed in a particular case unless there is a conflict with
another obligation that is of equal or greater weight. The principles themselves, though, are
only general orientations. In a specific case, they require further content, have to be put in con-
text and have to be balanced against one another if they conflict.

A DSEI, therefore, can arise when one or more (contextualized) principles have been inade-
quately considered. For example, most text passages that were subsumed under our DSEI 2
Dialysis dealt with avoidable issues of neglecting the burdens that result from dialysis, which
would go against the principle of non-maleficence (see DSEI 2 in Table 1). On the other hand,
a DSEI might arise because of conflicts between two or more (contextualized) principles. This
is for example the case when secondary interests (financial or non-financial) conflict with the
primary interest of balanced provision of information and therapeutic options (see DSEI 3.1a–
c Conflict of Interest in Table 1).

Eligibility criteria
For our purpose of a spectrum of clinical ethical issues, we used the following criteria for inclu-
sion of a publication in our review: (I) it had to describe a DSEI related to clinical care of kidney
failure patients; (II) it is possible for individual care-givers or care institutions to deal with the
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Table 1. The spectrum of disease-specific ethical issues (DSEIs) issues in kidney failure.

1 Diagnosis, prognosis and medical indication

First and second-order issues Original wording (examples) References Principle

1.1 Diagnosis

1.1.a Heterogeneous criteria to
withhold (not to start) dialysis

Nephrologists withheld dialysis from 25 of 357 (7%)
ESRD patients compared with 42 of 193 (22%) withheld
by primary care physicians (P F 0.001). [13]

[1, 6, 11, 13, 14, 17,
20–39]

Justice

1.1.b Heterogeneous criteria to
withdraw dialysis

Academic nephrologists who had received education in
the ethics and law of stopping dialysis withdrew it from a
greater percentage of patients than those in private
practice (12% v 6%; P 5 0.009). [13]

[1, 6, 13, 17, 26–28,
30–33, 35, 37–50]

Justice

1.1.c Heterogeneous referral criteria for
transplantation

There are emerging data that referrals for renal
transplantation, the treatment of choice for ESRD, are
made less often from for-profit than from not-for-profit
dialysis providers. [12]

[12, 14, 23, 24, 27, 38,
51, 52]

Justice

1.1.d Heterogeneous referral to renal
specialist

Additionally, there is substantial evidence that patients
needing dialysis are being referred to nephrologists too
late and that access to renal replacement therapy is
related to the patient’s sociodemographic
characteristics. [24]

[24, 33, 53] Justice

1.2 Prognosis

1.2.a. Heterogeneity in the medical
assessment (prognosis)

Table 1 shows how the time to referral to a nephrologist
varied. Among the most notable findings are the higher
hazard ratios (indicating a tendency to earlier referral)
for diabetic patients, for women, for younger patients
and for patients from more deprived areas, after
adjusting for the other relevant variables in the Cox
analysis. [24]

[1, 20, 21, 29, 34, 38,
40, 54–56]

Justice

1.2.b Various concepts of futility Consideration of futility during EOL did not receive
adequate attention in this unit, which incurred an
additional human and material burden. [40]

[1, 14, 38, 40, 57–60] Non-maleficence

2 Dialysis

2.1 Adequate consideration of
physiological (“somatic”) side-effects
and treatment burden (e.g., pain)

There are increasingly more situations in which we may
doubt its salutary effects and conclude that it is not
always adequate to fulfill the real objective of medicine:
providing care, without necessarily curing. [25]

[1, 25, 31, 37, 38, 52,
61–63]

Non-maleficence,
beneficence

2.2 Adequate consideration of
psychological side-effects and
treatment burden (quality of life)

Significant differences were found between nurses’ and
patients’ ratings of QoL, health status, functional status,
outlook, and support.[31]

[1, 14, 20, 23, 31, 37–
39, 42, 52, 58, 62–69]

Non-maleficence,
beneficence

2.3 Adequate consideration of (inter-)
social side-effects and treatment
burden (quality of life)

Access to work-friendly treatments with less rigid
schedules, such as transplant, PD, or some form of
HHD, may help the 50% of incident patients each year
who are of working age keep their jobs. [23]

[23, 31, 37, 61, 62] Beneficence, non-
maleficence

3 Information and disclosure

3.1 Adequately managing conflicts of
interests

3.1a financial COI of the provider
(institution)

With the change in ownership of dialysis facilities comes
the obvious corollary that the major responsibility of the
new corporate owners is to shareholders, not to patients
or their physicians. [12]

[1, 11, 12, 37, 61, 70–
73]

Respect of autonomy,
justice, non-maleficence,
beneficence

3.1b financial COI of the physician Physicians who are more knowledgeable about medical
law are more likely to withdraw patients from life-
sustaining treatments [. . .] In addition, while it may not
be decisive, there is a possible third reason. The
compensation of academic and community
nephrologists in the United States differs; community
nephrologists are more directly impacted financially by
decisions to stop dialysis. [13]

[1, 12, 13, 37, 61, 72] Respect of autonomy,
justice, non-maleficence,
beneficence

(Continued)
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Table 1. (Continued)

3.1c other (non-financial) COI A 58 year old physician, one of the pioneers in
introducing peritoneal dialysis for chronic renal failure,
consistently coerces his patients into maintenance
peritoneal dialysis rather that maintenance
hemodialysis. By contrast, another nephrologist at the
same facility, who is expert in hemodialysis, does not
even consider peritoneal dialysis in the choices
presented to newly uremic patients. At some facilities,
home hemodialysis is not mentioned, while at a few
others, home hemodialysis is promoted as the therapy
most likely to permit long survival during maximized
rehabilitation.[14]

[14] Respect of autonomy,
justice, non-maleficence,
beneficence

3.2 Adequate patient information
(amount of information, setting)

The low PD utilization rate in most countries indicates
that many patients were either not given true free choice
for PD or they were not given unbiased information and
education before making a choice. [11]

[1, 11, 14, 23, 58, 61,
67, 74]

Respect of autonomy,
non-maleficence

3.3 Adequate support of positive
(realistic) beliefs

The patient’s health care and QoL goals should be the
main focus when considering whether or not to start HD
in the frail elderly patient. Physicians must be careful
not to encourage unrealistic expectations of the benefits
of dialysis and be frank about the associated risks and
modest impact on survival. Patients with ESRD also
need to have a realistic expectation of how renal
replacement therapy will impact their daily life. [75]

[11, 20, 23, 30, 38, 58,
66, 67, 69, 75–78]

Respect of autonomy,
non-maleficence,
beneficence

4 Decision-making & consent

4.1 Adequate consideration of patients
preferences

two-thirds of patients with chronic kidney disease (CKD)
indicated that they chose HD over supportive care
because it was their physician’s (52%) or family’s (14%)
wish, and 61% of these dialysis patients regretted
having started HD. [75]

[11, 20, 30, 35, 38, 42,
46, 47, 58, 61, 63, 64,
75, 79–81]

Respect of autonomy,
beneficence

4.2 Adequate assessment of the
cognitive abilities

Surveys and responses to hypothetical scenarios have
repeatedly shown that a patient’s ability to relate and
respond to the world is the most important factor in
decisions to initiate and withdraw dialysis. [53]

[53, 58, 82] Respect of autonomy,
non-maleficence

4.3 Professional distress over patient’s
decision to discontinue dialysis

Several studies show that physicians experience ethical
dilemmas concerning the withholding or withdrawing of
life-sustaining treatments [. . .]. Withdrawal of treatment
may be experienced as unethical as physicians have a
responsibility and a duty to save life. [83]

[47, 58, 62, 83, 84] Respect of autonomy

5 Social and context-dependent aspects

5.1 Adequately dealing with relatives A review of current literature was undertaken and
revealed a paucity of information in regard to palliation
in those with end stage renal disease who had
discontinued dialysis. The fear of dying, pain, suffering,
and abandonment that a patient and/or their family may
perceive as being associated with death may create
barriers to decisions to discontinue with dialysis
treatments. Therefore health care personnel should
provide information with honesty to allow patients to
predict their quality of life and death. [42]

[14, 31, 38, 42, 83, 85–
88]

Beneficence

5.2 Disregarding the interest or needs
of particular groups (e.g. gender or
race) (discrimination)

Statistically significant differences were found with
respect to the length of stay for discharge status and
gender; and with respect to costs for surgery versus no
surgery and gender. Significant differences were also
found between discharge status and gender, age, and
cardiovascular surgery. [40]

[37, 40, 51, 87, 89–91] Justice

(Continued)
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particular DSEI, i.e. dealing with the DSEI is not dependent on health policy or political deci-
sion-making (therefore we excluded, for example, transplantation issues such as those related
to living donors; the only transplantation issue we included was the decision to put a particular

Table 1. (Continued)

5.3 Fair rationing Decisions regarding the allocation of limited medical
resources such as the Medicare budget should consider
ethically appropriate criteria including likelihood of
benefit, urgency of need, change in quality of life,
duration of benefit, patient selection, equitable
distribution, and the amount of resources required. In
examining the evidence base on daily dialysis according
to these ethical criteria, we find that there are not yet
sufficient grounds to recommend funding of daily
dialysis by the Medicare ESRD Program. [92]

[11, 37, 58, 64, 89, 92–
96]

Justice

6 Care process & process evaluation

6.1 Adequate advance care planning
(advance directives)

Since there is a presumption in favor of continued life-
sustaining treatment for patients who cannot and have
not expressed their wishes, the patient’s right to stop
dialysis in certain situations is usually difficult to achieve
unless patients have explicitly stated their preferences
in advance in an oral or written advance directive or
have named a proxy to speak for them. [13]

[13, 47, 49, 61, 83, 89] Respect of autonomy,
beneficence, non-
maleficence

6.2 Dealing with lack of evidence (e.g.
on patients’ preferences and attitudes)

Hemodialysis is associated with a high rate of
complications and has not been shown to prolong life in
cirrhotic patients with acute renal failure (ARF), but has
not been carefully examined in those with CKD. [65]

[20, 53, 64, 65, 77, 92,
97]

Beneficence, non-
maleficence

6.3 Insufficient advanced training and
CME (e.g. to promote DMC and self-
reflection)

Expanding the training of our nephrologists and the
ESRD/ nephrology multidisciplinary care team to include
communication, prognostication, and end-of-life care
may help bridge that gap. [75]

[13, 25, 28, 58, 75, 98–
101]

Beneficence, non-
maleficence

7 Subgroups with special concerns

7.1 Patients with insufficient decision-
making capacity (e.g. mentally ill
patient)

Medical co-morbidities (ESRD) are very common in
patients with psychiatric conditions. Although respecting
one’s autonomy to make treatment decisions is the
ethical default position, the capacity to make such
decisions may need to be assessed, especially when
patients are in relapse of their psychiatric condition,
and/or when the decisions made are high-risk and
possibly fatal. [102]

[14, 28, 29, 38, 41, 47,
89, 102]

Respect of autonomy,
beneficence

7.2 Considering poor prognosis and
severe co-morbidities in treatment
decisions

Interestingly, the burden of comorbid conditions was
comparable in the dialyzed and conservatively treated
groups, suggesting that comorbidity per se was either
not primary in decision making or considered
‘‘pejoratively in the context of late referral, poor
functional status, or social isolation.’ [53]

[14, 20, 38, 53, 63, 67,
86, 89, 93, 103–105]

Beneficence, non-
maleficence

7.3 Dealing with non-compliant patients Is there a limit to the number of times a noncompliant
but competent patient is entitled to emergent dialysis to
treat complications resulting directly from his own
irresponsible and inconsiderate behavior? [97]

[14, 30, 38, 58, 63, 66,
89, 97, 106–108]

Justice, beneficence, non-
maleficence

7.4 Balancing risks and benefits for
vulnerable groups (e.g. pregnant
woman, neonates and elderly)

From the pediatric nephrologist's perspective, renal
transplantation is almost always presented as the
optimal long-term solution [. . .]. Children who received a
kidney transplant before 18 years of age and who
maintained graft functioning for at least 10 years had a
favorable social and professional outcome (Morel et al.
1991). This expert bias generates pressure on
apprehensive parents in favor of a decision that may
overlook the child and family’s readiness for the
procedure. [89]

[1, 6, 22, 31, 34, 41, 53,
61, 79, 89, 103, 109–
117]

Justice, beneficence, non-
maleficence

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0149357.t001
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patient on the transplantation list); (III) the publication was not only focused on ethical issues
when researching kidney failure (issues of research ethics); and (IV) the publication had to be a
peer-reviewed journal article, a scientific book (monograph, textbook, edited volume. . .) or a
national-level report. The methodological quality, beyond the fact that the paper was identified
in scientific databases and published in peer-reviewed journals, did not serve as a criterion of
eligibility criteria, as the quality of a paper was irrelevant to the purpose of the review: to iden-
tify the spectrum of clinical ethical issues.

Extraction, analysis and synthesis of disease-specific ethical issues
Our aim was to develop a qualitative framework of DSEIs (that is, a full spectrum of DSEIs)
that optimally accommodated the ethical issues mentioned in the publications analyzed. There-
fore, the 95 articles included were grouped into three clusters of 45, 30 and 20 publications. All
publications that at initial inspection appeared to be more detailed and comprehensive were
purposively put in the first cluster. One author (HK) identified, extracted and compared para-
graphs which mentioned ethical issues from the 45 articles. A second author (MM) indepen-
dently checked the identification and the matching of the text passages that addressed DSEIs.
Both authors were trained in qualitative text analysis and normative methods and had already
applied these methods in reviewing DSEIs [7]. The result was a first version of the DSEI spec-
trum. The second (n = 30) and third (n = 20) clusters were then used to check theoretical satu-
ration of the DSEI spectrum. Theoretical saturation implies that no new categories will be
generated. The books were grouped and analyzed in two clusters (n = 5 and n = 6). Then, we
categorized the issues in consensus discussions with the third author (DS). We built first-order
(broad) and second-order (narrow) categories for DSEIs which captured similar ethical issues
mentioned in different papers.

Further, we noted against each second-order DSEI the underlying general ethical principle
[9]. One author (HK) proposed such a corresponding principle, and the other authors (MM/
DS) checked for consistency. The researchers were able to overcome all initial ambiguities and
differences in the analysis and synthesis of DSEIs in open discussion.

Results

References and Journals
From our Medline search, 84 references out of 233 were finally included. Additionally, we iden-
tified 11 relevant references by reference tracking (published between 1992 and 2014). The
original documents in the final sample were published in 54 different journals with the most
frequently represented being Seminars in Dialysis (n = 7, 7%), Nephrology News & Issues
(n = 7, 7%), Advances in Chronic Kidney Disease (n = 5, 5%), Clinical Journal of the American
Society of Nephrology (n = 5, 5%), and American Journal of Kidney Diseases (n = 5, 5%).

The final sample originated from nine different medical fields, dominated by Nephrology
(n = 62, 65%) and followed by General Medicine (n = 12, 13%) and Ethics (n = 8, 8%). Others
were published in journals for Health Care Policy, Medical Science, Nursing, Palliative Care,
Pediatrics, Psychology, and Social Work. The majority were published in English (96%).

Via Google Books we retrieved 15 relevant books, of which 11 were included in our analysis.
The books addressed normative issues in kidney failure (n = 3), normative issues in medical
care–including a chapter on kidney failure (n = 3), health care in kidney failure–including a
chapter on ethical issues (n = 5), and health care in chronic disease–including ethical issues in
chronic kidney failure (n = 1) (Fig 1).
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Disease-specific ethical issues (DSEIs)
We were able to identify 27 DSEIs for kidney failure, grouped into seven major thematic cate-
gories: (I) Diagnosis, prognosis and medical indication; (II) Dialysis; (III) Information and dis-
closure; (IV) Decision-making and consent; (V) Social and context-dependent aspects; (VI)
Care process and process evaluation; and (VII) Subgroups with special concerns. Most of these
major categories were further differentiated into first and second-order subcategories. For
example, we subdivided the fourth category “Decision-making and consent” into “4.1. patients
preferences”, “4.2. assessing cognitive abilities” and “4.3. professional distress over patient’s
decision to discontinue dialysis” (Table 1).

This set of 27 DSEIs in kidney failure is based upon 286 text passages identified by our sys-
tematic review. The number supporting each individual issue varies from one to 26 references
(the corresponding numbers of sources for each DSEI are stated in Table 1).

For a text passage to be included, it was not necessary that it explicitly address the ethical
issue. It was sufficient that it could be interpreted as implicitly addressing the ethical issue, e.g.,
“The low PD utilization rate in most countries indicates that many patients were either not
given true free choice for PD or they were not given unbiased information and education before
making a choice” [11] (text example to substantiate DSEI 3.1 “Adequate patient information”)
and “There are emerging data that referrals for renal transplantation, the treatment of choice
for ESRD, are made less often from for-profit than from not-for-profit dialysis providers” [12]
or “Nephrologists withheld dialysis from 25 of 357 (7%) ESRD patients compared with 42 of
193 (22%) withheld by primary care physicians” [13]. Here, the first example implicitly refers

Fig 1. Flow diagram for inclusion/exclusion of references.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0149357.g001
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to a conflict with respect for patient autonomy, and the second and third to a conflict with the
principle of justice (Table 1).

Discussion
This systematic literature review identified and synthesized the full spectrum of 27 DSEIs in
kidney failure based on 106 articles published between 1992 and 2014 in 54 different journals
and 11 books. Many identified DSEIs cover ethical issues beyond the prominent question of
withdrawing dialysis (Table 1). While this paper presents the full spectrum of 27 DSEI in a
descriptive way, an in-depth analysis or normative evaluation of the identified DSEIs is beyond
the scope of this paper. The following discussion, therefore, focuses on the validity and poten-
tial uses of the full spectrum of DSEIs presented here.

To increase the utility and applicability of the DSEI spectrum in clinical care, patient infor-
mation, clinical practice guidelines, and policies, the first six main categories correspond to
common elements of clinical practice: (I) Diagnosis, prognosis and indication, (II) Therapy–
here Dialysis, (III) Information and disclosure, (IV) Decision-making process and consent, (V)
Social and context-dependent aspects and (VI) Care process, its evaluation and consideration
by health professionals. This is complemented by a seventh main category for issues that could
not be assigned to above-mentioned categories: (VII) Patient subgroups with special concerns.
This overarching categorization is based on previous work by the same research group [7].

Interpretation of the validity and relevance of DSEIs
Two DSEIs were mentioned in many different papers: “heterogeneous criteria to withhold (not
to start it) OR withdraw dialysis” (mentioned in 26 papers). Others were mentioned by few
sources: “non-financial conflicts of interest” (n = 1), “heterogeneous referral criteria for trans-
plantation” (n = 3), and “adequate assessment of the cognitive abilities” (n = 3). This raises the
question of what conclusions may be drawn from this information. Numerous references for
one DSEI could suggest that this DSEI is of high importance. Conversely, little attention paid
in the literature to an issue could indicate its secondary importance. However, the fact that
there are few references for a DSEI could also be ascribed to its complexity or controversial
nature. Also, recent issues with high relevance for current practice might be addressed less
often in the literature. A DSEI having many references may just mirror the fact that it is a stan-
dard topic in (current) academic discourse (and, possibly, with funding agencies), which may
not necessarily correspond to the issue’s clinical ethical importance.

Therefore, normative conclusions should not be lightly drawn from the number of refer-
ences to a DSEI. It is fair to say, then, that one advantage of trying to establish a full spectrum
of DSEIs for kidney failure is the inherent methodological tendency to avoid either excluding a
DSEI because it is rarely addressed in the literature, or regarding a DSEI as important because
it is covered extensively.

Relevance assessments could also be misled by the variety of text passages that address
DSEIs. An ethical issue (e.g., neglecting the principle of justice) can be addressed by referring
to statistical data, for example: “Nephrologists withheld dialysis from 25 of 357 (7%) ESRD
patients compared with 42 of 193 (22%) withheld by primary care physicians (P F 0.001)” [13]
and: “There are emerging data that referrals for renal transplantation, the treatment of choice
for ESRD, are made less often from for-profit than from not-for-profit dialysis providers” [12].
However, it can also be addressed in a narrative way, for example: “A 58 year old physician,
one of the pioneers in introducing peritoneal dialysis for chronic renal failure, consistently
coerces his patients into maintenance peritoneal dialysis rather than maintenance
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hemodialysis. By contrast, another nephrologist at the same facility, who is expert in hemodial-
ysis, does not even consider peritoneal dialysis in the choices presented to newly uremic
patients.” [14]

While narrative description of DSEIs is associated with qualitative research, case studies, or
even anecdotal evidence based on the author’s own observation, statistical description of DSEIs
is clearly associated with quantitative research. As with the prevalence of references to a DSEI,
one should be careful when ascribing relevance or precedence to a DSEI solely based on the
kinds of description found in the scientific or scholarly literature. This is especially important
against the backdrop of evidence-based approaches. These may devaluate narrative descrip-
tions because of established “levels of evidence” [15], where evidence from, e.g., case studies,
are ranked as very weak evidence. In ethics, however, even a case study can show what ethical
challenges or conflicts of ethical principles can occur in a specific situation. Nonetheless, the
distinction between narrative and statistical description may trigger a discussion about the
methodological quality of DSEI descriptions, as well as about what level of confidence we
should have in the literature from which we obtain our DSEIs.

Uses of the DSEI spectrum
Such a systematic review of ethical issues in kidney failure can serve several purposes. First, it
can raise awareness about the variety of ethical issues and the complexity of ethical conduct in
the care of patients with kidney failure, provided that the spectrum is well presented (see
above).

Second, it can form a basis for the systematic development of informational and training
materials for health professionals, relatives, patients, or the wider public. It is hardly possible
(and probably not necessary) to address all issues exhaustively. Thus, prioritization procedures
with (clinical/practical/political) relevance as core criteria are important. The spectrum could
be an objective ground for discussions of the relevance (e.g., from a clinical or policy perspec-
tive) of certain ethical issues. As mentioned earlier, our spectrum does not allow conclusions to
be drawn directly about the relevance of a particular DSEI. Nevertheless, as the relevance of a
certain issue strongly depends on the context, the spectrum could be a valuable starting point
for researching that context, and thus, the relevance of specific issues. For clinical purposes, the
views of clinicians and/or patients are crucial (for example, Grönlund et al. performed narra-
tive interviews with nurses and physicians which allowed them to identify relevant issues in
this context [16, 17]). Thus, our findings could make the process of identifying and agreeing on
key DSEIs systematic and transparent.

Other possible fields of application include guideline (CPG) development, and other local
and national polices for clinical care and continuing medical education (CMA) programs. We
would like to emphasize that current CPGs are developed by and with clinical and other
experts and hence will include a relevant sample of ethical issues. The achievements of CPGs
are laudable from an ethical perspective. Here, we propose the application of the presented full
spectrum of DSEIs to future development or revision of CPGs addressing kidney failure.

The spectrum includes, in addition, the original documents from which the DSEIs emerge,
as well as the relevant underlying basic ethical principles (Table 1). This information is useful
in the process of drafting recommendations or developing strategies to deal with the ethical
issues presented, e.g., by helping to raise awareness of the respective function of (I) the general
ethical principles (e.g., “respect the autonomy of the patient”), and (II) disease and care-set-
ting–specific adaptations (e.g., “Since there is a presumption in favor of continued life-sustain-
ing treatment for patients who cannot and have not expressed their wishes, the patient’s right
to stop dialysis in certain situations is usually difficult to achieve unless patients have explicitly
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stated their preferences in advance in an oral or written advance directive or have named a
proxy to speak for them.”) [13], see DSEI 6.1 in Table 1). However, one should bear in mind
that the quality and relevance of particular issues have not been determined. Thus, the spec-
trum displayed in Table 1 is of a purely descriptive nature.

Finally, one could use the comprehensive spectrum to assess the coverage of relevant clinical
ethical issues in existing practice guidelines or CMA programs. We have demonstrated such an
assessment in the case of dementia guidelines [8].

Limitations, open questions and need for further research
One limitation of this systematic review of DSEIs might be seen in the fact that we restricted
our search to Medline and Google Books. We restricted our search in this way for two main
reasons: first, and most important, we reached theoretical saturation for the first and second-
order categories of DSEIs after assessing the 106 references retrieved for Medline, Google
Books, and from reference checks. Second, the characteristics of publications included in this
systematic review (Table 1) demonstrate that the 106 references covered journals and books
from all relevant fields.

Another limitation is that the literature search in databases was restricted to the last 15
years. The period was chosen for pragmatic reasons. However, we retrieved further papers up
to the year 1992 by additional reference checks. We further validated the results by checking
for theoretical saturation.

A useful complement to the systematic review would be to interview experts such as bioethi-
cists, patients and medical staff from a dialysis unit. Individual stakeholder views have been
included in our review based on the nurses’ and physicians’ narratives from Catarina Grönlund
et al. [16, 17]. These approaches are especially suited to obtain narrative descriptions of DSEIs,
and to avoid the problem that the voices of patients and other stakeholders can remain unheard
when it comes to the identification, definition and selection of relevant ethical issues [18, 19].

Conclusion
The care of people with kidney failure unavoidably involves ethical issues. Dealing adequately
with these issues is a significant element of medical professionalism. A major prerequisite for
doing so is an unbiased awareness of the scope, diversity and complexity of DSEIs in kidney
failure. While much has been written on ethical issues in kidney failure, the DSEI spectrum
presented in this paper gives a more comprehensive and transparent account of all relevant
ethical issues. Further, the supplementary information (ethical principles and references) could
be a good starting point for shaping educational material or developing practice guidelines on
kidney failure that include explicit information on relevant clinical ethical issues. The authors
received no additional funding for conducting this review, and have no relations to private
companies. There are no conflicts of interest to declare.
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